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“It’s a natural extension to my life (composing). I can’t imagine a day 
without music and the chance to compose. I’m not a composer who 
always composes to commission. That I would find boring. I’ve always 
got several works on the boil and I make a lot of sketches. 

“I guess the motivation is just liking being asked to do it and 
knowing that the music I write is appreciated as it’s music that gets 
played a lot and published. I am very lucky to be able to work with 
world-class players and to be asked by them to compose. That’s the 
motivation. We all love to be liked!” 

Influential composers? 

“I take influences in different ways. I admire the counterpoint of 
Bach (my own music is very horizontal). I admire the formal 
structures of Haydn and his use of thematic and intervallic 
development (my own music wastes nothing and is very 
‘structured’ in a classical sense even to the extent of using (dare I 
mention it?) Sonata Form). I admire the orchestration of Ravel and 
Debussy. 

“I admire the blatant use of melody of Rachmaninov, the serial 
techniques of Richard Rodney Bennett’s early music, the textures 
of Nicholas Maw, the sensuality of Henri Dutilleux……….. But all 
this doesn’t mean my music sounds like any of these …. I hope…… 

“Then my own teacher at the Royal Academy of Music, Alan Bush, 
instilled in me a very strong technique which, to this day, has seen 
me through some dry moments.” 

Earliest memory – “poetry” 

“Piano pieces and songs. I’ve always been drawn to poetry and I’ve 
composed quite a lot of songs. I’ve never written a large-scale 
orchestral work although I did write a full-length opera in 1978/79 
when I was the first Vaughan Williams Composer-in-Residence at 
Charterhouse.” 

Qualities in a great composer?  “To not be afraid to be yourself. So 
many composers strive to be something they are not. It’s very hard to be 
individual today 



“ We’ve had everything now from serial techniques, electronic 
music, minimalism, avant-garde, post-romanticism, huge 
orchestral works with massive percussion sections, neo-classical, 
cross-over….. Most of these techniques have also been 
incorporated into film scores. Then there’s the question of 
technique and keeping to a style.” 

“Playable” 

“There’s also the question of writing music that’s playable, suitable 
for the instruments that play it. There’s always the question of 
challenging yourself with new projects and ideals – it’s all too easy 
to fall into a rut. To be one’s own sternest critic is difficult to do. 
Don’t be afraid to rewrite – problems always in writing to 
deadlines. Never throw anything away but be prepared to adapt 
and recycle if possible.” 

Composition today & The “Old fashioned” way 

“ I feel too much emphasis is now put on these computer 
programmes and too many ‘so-called’ composers are fixated by 
them. It’s so easy to spot a computer-generated piece. I hate being 
asked to do classes and the student composers come in with their 
laptops. They always ask if I want to hear what they’ve written! I 
need to see the whole piece spread out before me. Not page by page 
on a tiny laptop screen. After all painters work on the entire 
canvas. Why can’t composers do the same thing?” 

“I was pleased to meet a fellow composer in New York a few weeks 
ago who teaches at one US’s main conservatoires and who thinks 
the same way as I do. I use pencil and manuscript paper. Luckily 
my publishers (Editions BIM in Switzerland) do the computer 
setting for me. Jeremy Mathez at BIM says it’s much easier and 
quicker for them to do it ‘in house’ and to a house style than try to 
adapt a poor attempt by a composer. I’ve tried but lost confidence 
when I had a power cut and lost some of it having struggled with 
phrasing, ties, time changes. But I realise for many it’s a God-send. 

“I was so pleased to see manuscript paper still on sale in Foyles, 
London. Huge supplies of it and in all sorts of shapes and sizes. I 
have paper specially made up – large sheets. I’m very old fashioned 
in this respect. But, each to their own!” 

”In a post-modern era often characterised by various aesthetic 



movements, it is especially enriching to encounter an artist like Roger 
Steptoe, who possesses a fresh and individual voice at once original, 
accessible and adventurous.” -The New Groves Dictionary of Music and 
Musicians 2000 

http://www.rogersteptoe.com/ 
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“If I’m learning repertoire for a concert I need to be motivated by the 
music. One of the advantages of being a composer-pianist is that I get to 
choose the pieces I want to play. Also when I compose I need the piano 
and I use it as a useful aid to my work.” 

Favourite piece – “Neglected British Music” 

“I don’t have a favourite piece nor a favourite composer. As a 
pianist I am drawn largely to neglected British music of the 20th-
century. I am not interested in playing standard repertoire. 
Recently I rediscovered Frank Bridge and John Ireland. In fact I 
learned the piano part of Ireland’s Cello Sonata for a recent recital 
in Geneva, New York.” 

Earliest memory – “Naturally drawn” 

“I started to play the piano when I was five. We had a piano in the 
house and I guess I was naturally drawn to it. I did all the graded 
exams and some diplomas. I started composing using the same 
piano.” 

Important qualities – “Comfortable” 

“To be comfortable with what you are playing and interpreting. 
There’s too much pressure on young players of all instruments to 
play the same kind of repertoire mainly to get noticed in 
competitions. But I appreciate there are certain works that have 
become benchmarks. 

“Also, there’s too much emphasis on technique and not enough on 
musicianship and individual interpretation. I wish teachers would 
introduce their students to different composers rather than same 
stuff all the time. 



“New and Unknown” 

“Performers have a duty to delve into new and unknown 
repertoire. There’s tons of it out there and some really good music 
by unknown composers. Why do we need hundreds of CD versions 
of the same music? It’s become obsessive particularly for pianists. 
Next year is a ‘biggy’ for Chopin and Schumann. I dread to think 
just how many pianists will trot out countless performances of the 
same things.” 

Memory  – “Completely hopeless” 

“My musical memory is completely hopeless. I cannot memorise 
anything, even my own music. How many times people say to me ‘Play 
us something you’ve written’. I say ‘I can’t, I can’t even remember how 
the beginning of the piece I’m writing at the moment goes…………” 

“But once I have the music, the notes, the language in front of me, 
I’m off. I can improvise for hours. I can sight-read almost anything 
and make some coherent sense of it. But, when it comes to 
memorising music I’m completely useless. But, when I’m playing 
the piano with the score in front of me I’m totally at home.” 

“And, how many times in the middle of a concert do I suddenly think. 
‘God, I didn’t know that was an F-sharp – I’d learned that as a natural, 
or, I hadn’t seen that, or, perhaps this should be phrased this way, or 
that was tied-over all the time, ah……. so it’s like that after all!’” 

“Concerts bring out a different aspect of us. We are literally under 
a microscope (if the audience hasn’t dozed off with a new work that 
they’re insistent on NOT understanding).” 

‘Perfect Interpretation’ 

“I hate having to play my own music but so often I’m asked to do it, 
and I’m expected to come up with the ‘perfect’ interpretation.” 

“But then in the first rehearsal with someone else I’m coasting 
along with my own part because it’s really the first time I’ve heard 
the piece with the other player – like the other week in New York, 
with the wonderful Stefan Reuss, principal cellist with the 
Rochester Philharmonic Orchestra, and the premiere of my new 
Sonatine 2 for cello and piano. I’m crashing around trying to keep 
up, marvelling and keeping three eyes open on how it REALLY 



sounds……….. difficult! A world premiere for me too!” 

“As an admired pianist he has pioneered much neglected British music 
through recitals as a soloist, an accompanist to singers and a chamber 
music player. A sought-after teacher he has taught at the Royal 
Academy of Music in London for fifteen years, given regular master 
classes internationally and currently teaches at the conservatoire of 
Brive-la-Gaillarde in the French Limousin and where he lives.” 

-Bim News: Editions Bim and The Brass Press, International Music 
publishing Thursday 18 December, 
2008 http://www.rogersteptoe.com/ 

	  


